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NEWSLETTER 

PEPA Conference 2021 

The first PEPA Virtual Conference a success! 

Against the backdrop of Covid 19 restrictions, PEPA held its first Virtual Conference 
on Tuesday 25th May 2021 with over 400 delegates.  This was a venture into the 
unknown for the Association, using specialist conference software to bring together 
a variety of sessions that included contributions by Housing Minister Christopher 
Picher MP, Lord Foster of Bath, Philip Dunne MP, Chair of the BEIS Select 
Committee, Government officials, industry stakeholders and of course, members of 
the PEPA Executive.  

The agenda covered a wide range of subjects in respect of both domestic and non-
domestic properties, relating to EPCs, DECs and A/C Reports and how the effective 
use of energy information is vital to the achievement of the UK target for reducing 
carbon emissions by 78% by 2035.  The content ranged from high level policy 
objectives, through to the practical provision of energy advice, and pretty much 
everything else in-between.  The Government commitment to delivery of the EPC 
Action Plan was extremely encouraging, and the clear intent that EPCs will continue 
to be the measurement tool of choice for Government energy efficiency schemes 
was re-assuring.   

There was a strong interactive element to the Conference with three Panel sessions 
which generated over 140 different questions through the Conference software for 
the Panellists to address.  Needless to say they did not have time to cover them all, 
but PEPA will ensure that each end everyone will be addressed in the coming 
weeks. 
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All of the pre-recorded Conference presentations are available on the PEPA Website and we 

encourage, in particular, those assessors who were unable to attend on the day to take a look at 

them:  (Sam Balch), (Andrew Geens) and videos of Lord Foster of Bath, Andrew Warren (Chairman of 

BEEF), The Rt Hon Christopher Pincher (Housing Minister), Rebecca Williams-Phelan (Deputy 

Director, Energy Performance of Buildings & Climate Change at MHCLG), Patrick McCurdie (Policy 

Manager, Energy Efficiency Scotland) and Phil Mason (Head of Regulatory Engagement, TrustMark). 

As ever, an essential contribution to the Conference comes from our sponsors - PEPA members CIBSE 
Certification, ecmk, Elmhurst Energy, Quidos, Sterling Accreditation, Stroma and our exhibitors - Ace 
Wizard, CoreLogic, ECO Surv, IES, JPA|TL, MEP, Property Tectonics and zPlan.  We would like to offer 
a big ‘thank you’ to them for their on-going support for PEPA and our industry. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We would also like to thank the attendees for their support, and everyone should have received their 
CPD certification by now. 

Last, but not least, we thank Shirley Sainsbury and Emma Cook from the PEPA Secretariat for 
enabling our first foray into the world of on-line events to be the success it was. 

Our plan is to be back in Derby for a physical Conference in February 2022, but in the meanwhile the 
PEPA Executive is looking carefully at how we might offer further on-line events in the future. Whilst there is 
nothing quite like the live face to face environment of a physical Conference, it is clear that for many an on-
line event works very well. 

The feedback from delegates has been universally positive, and some of the comments we have received are 

recorded below. 

"I was very impressed with the event. It was well put together and I thought you all 
handled all the technical requirements very well." - Matthew, Retrofit Co-ordinator  

"Thanks for everything! Was a great conference." - Olly, DEA  

"Thanks for a great event!" - Michael, DEA and Retrofit Assessor  

"Thank you for a great day" - Billy, Technical Manager  

"It was a excellent event with really good presentations" - Bryan, Director  

"Many thanks for a very interesting conference" - Tim, Director  

As ever we appreciate your feedback and views to shirley@pepassociation.org  

https://www.pepassociation.org/2021/06/15/presentation-slides-from-pepa-conference-2021-sam-balch-deputy-director-home-retrofit-energy-using-products-at-beis/
https://www.pepassociation.org/2021/06/15/presentation-slides-from-pepa-conference-2021-andrew-geens-pas-2038/
https://www.pepassociation.org/2021/06/15/videos-from-the-pepa-conference-2021/
mailto:shirley@pepassociation.org
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Solving non-compliance within Air Conditioning Inspections 

Article by Mike Gordon, Sterling Accreditation  here 

Articles by PEPA members 

Why does my EPC not recommend a heat pump? 

Article by Martyn Reed, Elmhurst Energy here 

1st July—a key date for Retrofit 

Article by Stroma here 

Why everyone should have 1st July in their calendars 

Article by Elmhurst Energy here 

 

 

PEPA Responses to government consultations 

PEPA has responded to the following government consultations: 

PEPA response to Future Buildings Standards Consultation here 

PEPA response to Non-Domestic Private Rented Sector Minimum Energy Efficiency Standards: 

EPC B implementation here 

PEPA response to Introducing a Performance-based Policy Framework in large Commercial and 

Industrial Buildings (including Office Specific consultation) here 

Future Focus: The EPC 

Article by Catherine Garrido, Quidos here 

https://www.pepassociation.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Solving-non-compliance-within-Air-Conditioning-Inspections-Mike-Gordon.pdf
https://www.pepassociation.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Solving-non-compliance-within-Air-Conditioning-Inspections-Mike-Gordon.pdf
https://www.elmhurstenergy.co.uk/why-does-my-epc-not-recommend-a-heat-pump
https://www.stroma.com/certification/news/first-july-a-key-date-for-retrofit
https://www.elmhurstenergy.co.uk/why-everyone-should-have-1st-july-in-their-calendars
https://www.pepassociation.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/The-Future-Building-Standard-PEPA-response.pdf
https://www.pepassociation.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/PEPA-Response-to-Non-domestic-Private-Rented-Sector-minimum-energy-efficiency-standards-EPC-B-implementation.pdf
https://www.pepassociation.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/PEPA-Response-Introducing-a-Performance-Based-Policy-Framework-in-Large-Commercial-and-Industrial-Buildings-consultation-with-Office-Specific-consultation.pdf
https://www.pepassociation.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Future-Focus-The-EPC-Catherine-Garrido-Quidos.pdf
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The Environmental Audit Committee (EAC) is one of the most important House of Commons committee. 
Following a series of public hearings into progress with energy efficiency in housing - including an 
unprecedented session involving Ministers from the Treasury, Housing, and Business & Energy departments 
- in February 2021 it published a magisterial report.   

Acknowledging that the UK had by common consent some of the worst energy performing buildings in 
Europe, the EAC made a series of recommendations concerning how policies and practices should be 
improved. And one of its main focusses concerned the humble Energy Performance Certificate.   

In their 15 years of existence, EPCs had become the accepted means by which the relative energy 
performance of each building- commercial as well as residential- can be measured. This fulfils that old 
Business School dictum: if you can’t measure it, you can’t manage it.  If as anticipated there is to be a major 
drive towards improving each buildings’ carbon bubble on the road to net zero emissions by 2050, an agreed 
mechanism like this plays an absolutely vital role.  

The Committee acknowledged that EPCs were created to mirror the great success that labelling lots of 
energy using products (ranging from washing machines to TVs to commercial refrigerators) was having – and 
continues to have - in reducing overall energy consumption by driving consumer choice. Whilst outlawing 
gas guzzling items.  

EPCs are designed predominantly to provide information regarding the likely fuel bills in a particular home 
and give guidance as to how these might be reduced in future. That is precisely their current usage.   

And it is why there can have been very, very few occasions when an EPC has been issued stressing the need 
to replace an existing gas boiler with a heat pump. For a start, the capital cost of the latter is several times 
that of a gas boiler.   

However, according to the official Government calculations underlying the ill-fated English Green Homes 
grant scheme, a ground source heat pump is deemed by them to be 17 times more valuable in carbon saving 
terms in the average house than installing triple glazed windows, 23 times more than installing loft insulation 
or heating controls, and 39 times more than draught proofing.   

As the Government note wryly observes, “ these carbon savings do not reflect the cost of installing each 
measure”. But adds blithely that “more generally, a larger heat pump can be installed if insulation levels are 
low!”  

A long-promised Heat and Buildings Strategy is due from the Government this summer. The EAC has told 
Government this must “set an ambitious but realistic strategy for owner occupiers to achieve minimum EPC 
C standards.”   

Unlike the Government, it recognises that the current structure of the EPC simply won’t deliver the 20-fold 
increases in heat pumps promised by the Prime Minister within seven years. Possibly why the EAC is also 
describing EPCs as “outdated”, and wants them replaced “with Building Renovation Passports, which set a 
clear pathway to decarbonise homes.”   

It seems that the role traditionally associated with EPCs, of guiding householders how to decrease 
expenditure relating to fuel bills, may yet be placed firmly in reverse.  

 
Andrew Warren 

Chairman, British Energy Efficiency Federation 

Article from Andrew Warren 

Chairman of the British Energy Efficiency Federation (BEEF) 

**PEPA have been working with BEEF on their 10-Point Plan for government;  

PEPA’s suggestions are here ** 

https://www.pepassociation.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/PEPA-Suggestions-for-the-BEEF-10-Point-Plan-for-BEIS.pdf
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Property Energy Professionals Association 

The Old Rectory 

Church Lane 

Thornby 

Northamptonshire 

NN6 8SN 
 

Tel: 0800 0499 907 

Email: info@pepassociation.org  

If you have any feedback, questions or comments for 
PEPA please e-mail shirley@pepassociation.org 

In the next 5 years it is PEPA policy that: 

 

• Consumers and businesses place importance on the value of energy information to 
improve energy efficiency, save money and carbon 

• We support the education of consumers and stakeholders on the production of all forms 
of energy certification including: what they do, what they don’t do and the benefits that 
can be achieved from having them 

• Every building in the UK has a valid EPC, DEC and Air Conditioning Report, where 
applicable, which reflects the current state of the building 

• In addition to an EPC, every non-domestic building (private and public sector) shall have 
an energy use assessment developed from the established DEC methodology 

• EPCs have a validity of 3 years and DECs must be renewed annually 

• PAS 2035 is adopted for every government supported domestic retrofit improvement 
programme 

• The energy rating of a property will have a direct impact on Government taxes, such that 
energy efficient properties benefit from lower taxes 

• There should be ongoing improvement and development of energy assessors and the 
underlying methodologies for measuring energy efficiency 

• Identify new methods of improving compliance with energy efficiency legislation 

PEPA Manifesto (revised) 

mailto:shirley@pepassociation.org
https://www.linkedin.com/company/pepa-limited
https://twitter.com/PEPA_LTD

